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IS THERE LIFE BEYOND CONTRAST?

In the city those who believe they can't do something can't.

You can look at ordinary consciousness as being a weighted

contrast. Ordinary consciousness receives a binary sampling of

data. In any particular case it seems that one side of the

contrasted data is better or more correct.

I have pointed out that in the city only people who believe

they have a soul have one. People believe there is something

special about Man, that Man is more than simply an ape that can

drive a car and do mathematics, that there is an undefinable

spark of divinity, a soul.

Most of you would expect me to probably ignore, if not

apparently laugh at the idea of the soul. What I was saying is

there is a soul in some cases. Some people actually have a soul,

whatever they believe it is, but the only ones who've got a soul

are those who believe they have got one. Now if that is true, it

is staggering in its consequences.

In the city, sin does exist. There is such a thing as sin,

but only for those who believe in it. You may think: "Yeah, like

when people go to college and they get away from the farm and

family and discover that it is possible to go to bed with someone

who is not their lawful spouse. Or, they smoke a little

marijuana and they don't die. Thereafter, they become liberated,

study philosophy for a couple of quarters and decide, 'Hell,

there ain't no god, or if there is, he ain't Catholic,' and they

feel greatly relieved." If you take this thought and stick it
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with what I have said you may think: "All I have to do is to quit

believing in sin and there is no sin. Wow, that's great! What a

great philosophy!" but there is more to it than that.

You can't theorize or rhapsodize about this. You have got

to live it. Ordinary people cannot decide what to believe in

midstream, that is, while they are alive. They cannot decide,

"Wait a minute, I don't have a soul. It was the fallacious

religion in which I was raised that made me believe in a soul."

If you really believe that was how it happened, you WILL believe

anything. If you think the Baptists or the Catholics or your

family made you believe anything, you will believe anything

twice.

People believe in things as soon as they hear the ideas.

It's not just the Catholics that sin. As soon as anybody hears

about sin, and especially the comment that follows about how "we

have all done so", they fall on the floor internally and say,

"Yeah, yeah, verily." Ordinary people cannot decide, "I don't

believe in a soul therefore, I don't have one" or "There is no

such thing as sin, therefore, it's impossible for me to sin."

Ordinary people do not decide. That is not the way Life is

arranged. When you see that tab "A" fits into slot "B", you have

to ignore it, because if it fits, you are not doing it. The

conflicts about whether Man has a soul or if there is sin are not

about finding which data samples are correct. The conflict is

simply to show that the work of transferring energy for Life

continues. Any time you complain or any time that you speak up

for goodness — and, of course, others speak up for non-goodness,

those rats! — what you are doing is notifying the bosses that
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the work is continuing. There is no need to bring out the whips

and chains. It is like you are in the midst of the field where

everyone is stooped over and you say, "No problem. We could not

be working more diligently."

Somebody asked me a question about faith healing. They

thought I said faith healing does not exist or perhaps it didn't

work. Obviously, it exists. If it has ever been talked about,

it exists and if it exists, it. works. It works for those who

believe in it. If you don't believe in it, it doesn't work.

Suppose someone had a tumor — something physically showing

— and they said, "I believe that you can heal me Reverend So-

and-so or Doctor So-and-so or Professor So-and-so." And the

healer says, "Well, I'm going to say a magic formula and then I'm

going to put my sweaty, little palm on your thing and it will go

away." So then they do it. You stand and watch with your seeing

molecules and the tumor goes "zzzzzt" and disappears like

something in a cartoon. It just disappears! You saw it. How

can you say it doesn't work. Sure, it works if you believe it.

However, that does not mean faith healing either exists or does

not exist, unless you believe it is possible to fake believing if

you don't or vice versa.

Another question about faith healing was, "If there is any

validity to faith healing, could one use it on oneself?" Let me

ask you, can you not believe in a soul if you believe you have

one? Can you not believe in sin if you believe there is sin?

In certain areas of the city they still classify faith healing as

an absolutely spiritual thing. In other parts of the city they
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think faith healing involves the contrast between mind and body.

They think in some strange way the mind can make the body ill.

They are not sure about the nature of the connection between the

two, but if the mind can make the body ill then perhaps it can

also cure the body. This theory seems like the verge of some

major breakthrough to these city folks. I said, "If you believe,

it can be done." Your next question is, "What is believing?"

In the city they say no man's knowledge can go beyond his

experience. This is patently fraudulent. The knowing of any

knowledge IS an experience. The city maxim infers that unless

you personally experience something, any knowledge you have about

this something must be less than correct. This city idea is

absolutely wrong. It's not true.

Say, for example, that you have experienced something.

Someone in the city, given the binary sampling of data, could

say, "Your experience has brought you to an absolutely fallacious

piece of what you call knowledge." If that is true then half of

the people are wrong. Half of the people who are out in the

fields working for Life are wrong. Do you still believe the

above is correct? Do you believe This is a struggle to get on

the side of the right and correct? Maybe you are trying to

permanently escape the role of being the person who is deluded,

trying to escape the area where false and incorrect people are

hanging out. Instead of picking the cotton, these people are

pulling little cotton balls from their sweaters and trying to

stick them back on the plants. This is how it appears to people

in the city.

Let me repeat. In the city it is common knowledge that no
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man's knowledge can go beyond his personal experience. And in

the city, if you believe it, sure, it's true. So what? How much

anyone knows is not the point. The point is that this idea

cannot survive scrutiny. The word "knowledge", like any other

word, the idea of "knowledge", like any other idea, is based on a

dual sampling. There is knowledge and then there is faulty

knowledge. If a city man believes that he has some knowledge

that goes completely beyond personal experience, that knowledge

does not classify as real knowledge. What kind of knowledge is

it then?

All knowing of any kind of knowledge, all knowing of anti-

knowledge, all knowing of fallacious knowledge is an experience.

Only in the city, where people must remain in conflict for no

particular reason, does one group, one side of the binary

contrast make an apparently meaningful statement about the other

side thusly: Any one who supports the other contrast is in a

sense non-existent. What the other side believes does not exist.

It's just a matter of time until you people must wise up. They

are really saying that it is only a matter of time until all

contrasts disappear. It is almost as if Life has periodic hot

flashes saying, "When am I going to be able to pull myself

together and make one straight step ahead? When can I stop being

so indecisive? When can I stop operating, at least on this

level, in a binary manner?"

It's only a revolutionist that could see and implement

external matters, including verbal matters, that have no natural,

internal model. This statement absolutely transcends the notion
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that knowledge is limited to experience or that knowlege is

limited to what is correct, as opposed to faulty knowledge. It

is beyond the idea that experience is something coinciding with

half of the field hand's beliefs, but if the experience does not

agree, then it is some kind of pseudo- experience.

Let me take what I just said and reverse it. In the city,

people cannot construct any organization or institution; they

cannot formulate any idea; they cannot perceive, picture or

implement anything, unless it is a direct reflection of some

internal model. No person, no group of people, no band of

experts in any area can formulate, theorize or in any way deal

with an external matter for which they do not have a natural

internal model. If you are limited to that, where can you go?

If This Activity has made any significant sense to you, affected

the way you live and the way your molecules seem to operate, then

you should ask yourself: Is there any known internal model that

sounds like This Activity?

The answer is no. If there was any basis for any of This,

it would not be interesting to the people born to it. It would

not be in any way useful or fresh. It would not tell you

anything. And, above all, to those actually to the bushes born

it would not be fun.

Scientists in the city say that they will frame no

hypothesis unless it is based upon personal observation or

experience. Now, the revolutionist realizes that people don't

really observe much of anything regardless of what a scientist

here or there might say. Further, the revolutionist realizes

that almost any hypothesis that he could invent would be as good
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or better than that which is presently accepted as the law of the

land, the truth.

Look back at how you have attempted to direct any efforts

that you have made. How have you tried to lead yourself amidst

the binary sampling inside each of you? In what way have you

tried to provide specific direction? You have apparently adopted

theories piecemeal. You have probably adopted what you might try

to defend as an eiilightened, eclectic collection of all the best

parts of religions, philosophies and metaphysical systems. No

matter what terminology you used as a shell, you would be a

supporter of the scientific idea that you are framing no

hypothesis that is not based opon your personal observation.

If you have been paying attention you might have noticed

that I did not point out the initial flaw in this statement by

the scientists. If something is not based on personal

observation, what is it based on? "Well — uh, it's based on —

uh, somebody told me about it." Oh, as long as that is not a

personal observation. "Well, it's something that I read in a

book." Oh, I was afraid it was a personal observation. I keep

forgetting that scientists and people in the city can read a book

without personally observing it. For a minute I thought that it

might be some kind of experience.

The Real Revolutionist in you — the enlistee, the potential

regular army in you — by now has got to see that the People

don't really observe much. They can talk about things, but what

do they observe? They have never observed the basic condition of

dual sampling. They have not noticed that half the people in the
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city or half of the "people" in the state of any Man believe one

thing and the other half believe something else. The people do

not observe anything unless an individual here or there realizes

that the specifics don't matter. The specifics are not what is

happening. A discussion about "does man have a soul?" or "does

man have a free will?" is irrelevant. They may as well discuss

whether corn futures are traded in L.A. or Chicago. It has the

same importance. The subject doesn't matter as long as there is

an argument. Conflict is what is important.

Let me point out what it is you think I do. I know that may

sound tacky, but I can't resist. Half of the time in the fields

must be spent in tackiness; half of the people half of the time

must be tacky. Half of the people who are confronted with

tackiness get energy from it because they don't like it. The

other half laugh at it. And, half the people think that the

other half are tacky. So, why can't I use it. Don't worry about

the relationships between people or groups of people. We are

talking about the internal state of you.

The Real Revolutionist understands that he or she could

formulate any cockamamie hypothesis and it will help explain and

direct his efforts as well or better than whatever is the

accepted truth, hypothesis or philosophy that is currently the

law of the land. The most important thing a person ever hears is

what they tell themselves. Why is it that apparently everything

in the city having any great meaning or consequence is gotten

from someone else? For example, those kinds of proverbs and

maxims that keep prisoners sane and keep them from submitting to

their captors always come from some book or from a remark some

8
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general made. The soldier says, "The only thing that kept me

alive during those months of torture was remembering what the

general said, It is better to die as a man on my feet than to

survive on my knees as a cowardly dog'." Evidently, the soldier

believed it. This is a form of faith healing. So, he believed

it and it carried him through, but in the city, you will never

find someone who does not attribute the saying to someone else.

In the city, no one is their own hero. You will not hear someone

say, "What carried me through was that I decided that anyone who

captured me could drop dead because I wasn't going to tell them

anything. That kept me going." Then the reporter asks where he

got that idea and he says, "I thought of it." You won't hear

this in the city (someone who could do this would not talk about

it anyway) but, people never, never attribute anything of any

importance to themselves. Nobody knows dog squat unless they got
it from someone else.

I said that the most important things that anyone knows are

what they tell themselves. We are back to the great contrast.

They tell themselves, but they do not tell themselves, "I told me

that." They say, "Hey, that is meaningful. I am going to

remember that. I am going to live by that." In the city, nobody

can apparently come up with anything of ANY significance on their

own. If they could there would be no collections of proverbs.

Nobody would be quoted. A large part of man's memory would

atrophy because he would not be quoting what other people said.

He would not say, "My mother always said " or "then the Budha

said... or 'Right here it says that Abraham said..."
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The Real Revolutionist knows the city ideas are wrong

because he has seen it internally. Up until the point where he

begins to make a conscious life for himself out in the bush, he

knows he did not observe anything. That point is when there is

an initial ignition in the nervous system and you know you can

never go back again. It's more than just imagining you have

found a home and having fun coming to these meetings. I'm

talking about when the JOLT has happened and you are molecularly

not the same. A Real Revolutionist knows that until that

happened he had not observed anything. He was like everyone else

in the city, believing hypotheses and knowledge had to be based

on meaningful personal observation and yet, until just now, he

had never observed anything. Everything known came from the

Reader's Digest. Everything known was whipped into the DNA in

the womb before birth. What has always passed as the environment

appears to be like a pile of cards. As each card is turned over

the DNA responds, "I believe I'm a Jew. I believe I'm smart. I

believe I'm dumb. I believe I'm Irish. I believe such-and-such"

(not that there is any validity to the idea that the environment

is determining anything). The Real Revolutionist knows that, in

general, nobody observes anything or else they would have learned

something, or else they would not quote people. The only thing

the people have "learned" is that half of the people in the world

disagree with me. Out in the field, half of the time I feel set

up; the other half of the time I feel like the setter-uponer.

How about this, potential revolutionary revolutionist's

motto number 19: If it works, use it. That is easy. The tricky

part is if a Real Revolutionist uses it, it WILL work.

10
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The people say, "Yes, but Jehovah...Yes, but Swami So-and-

So. Tell me exactly what to do. Should I give up all meat or

could I have a Big Mac once a week. Should I keep trying to

follow this other person around. They said that they would like

to end the relationship, and yet, I feel somi cosmic urge, as if
they were my soulmate. But, they say they want nothing to do

with me now. Should I ignore that and keep following them? Is

there such a thing as faith healing? should I go to a doctor or

try faith healing? I mean I trust you. Tell me what to do." If

you know what you are doing, it does not matter. Any hypothesis

is alright.

This motto may sound like some kind of new age pragmatism.

Instead of worrying about an overall philosophy or some

systematic way of thinking, you just use what works. The hell

with the ramifications. (in the city, people still believe in

ramifications.) But, that's not it. That is just the beginning
of it. I'm sure some city dweller has already said this: if it

works, use it. That is not the end of it because, if that was

all there was to it, we would be back to binary samplings. If it

works, then the opposite doesn't work. In the city that has to

be true, but that is not the case if you know what you are doing.

If the right person uses it, it just works. If you have to do

something, flip a coin; use either side; it just works.

Now, if the gods were to look down and see a strange, few

field hands trying this, it would appear to be absolute insanity

if they could deal with the field hands 3-D consciousness and

view. If they took any notice, they might see that these

11
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strange, few field hands were attempting activities that seemed

to have no pertinence. They might see them doing things that to

ordinary, binary consciousness was irrelevant.

There is a story about someone who was hanging around the

bushes. Now, that person heard that if you quit smoking, you

gain weight. When they heard that, they decided to quit smoking

so that they could lose weight. So they did. They quit smoking

and lost weight for absolutely no reason. That is not the way

things are supposed to operate. It was irrelevant and yet,

someone did it. My impression was that they did it for ( if

there was such a 4-D thing) 4-D spite, a splendid example of the

irrelevant.

So that's the way things work, eh? Do-dee-do. No good

movies out this century? If you have some habit such as this,

you can hardly stop it. You can't just stop it, and if you do

there is the side effect that you gain weight. That is a fact,

a medical fact, an accepted fact. So what!?

There is this person who has a stomach like a washboard.

They decide, "Since I have the time in the morning and I can sit

down and do 1000 situps, although I really don't need to — I

could do the poster for hard stomach magazine — let's see —

I'll start doing 3000 situps." There is no reasoning with such

people. There is no logic to that. It's just frightening in

it's ramifi-what? Cations..cations. People such as this are not

to be trusted. There is no way to get any useful information.

There is nothing to support any idea, theory or hypothesis that

you have ever heard. Even worse, you can't do it accidently,

even if it sounds irrational to the other field hands (which it

12
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does); you can't do it and not mean it. If you don't do it on

purpose, you are not doing it. There are people around who say

things that are insane and irrational, but they don't know it and

they don't mean it. You are not doing This unless you know

you're doing it and you intend to do it. Everyone else is a part

of the sampling process.

Only a Real Revolutionist can say something like "It's all

meaningless" or "What difference does it make?" There is an

actual basis for meaninglessness. In human activations of the

contrast, it is the contrast itself that is of importance. The

Real Revolutionist understands what difference it does make. Any

run-of-the-mill field hand can holler out, "Nothing means nothing

— It's all meaningless." The people who say that do not know

what the meaning is. Anyone who says, "What difference does it

make," doesn't understand that it does make a difference. Half

of the field hands holler out, "Hey, let's all be Christians."

The other half hollers, "Who cares. What difference does it

make?" That shows that neither side understands. It is not the

content; it is the contrast. It takes a Real Revolutionist to

show that the process is not meaningless, but, the stuff

processed is. The vessel is irreplaceable; the vessel is

inescapeable, but the cargo is interchangeable.

Another definition of what a Real Revolutionist might be:

someone to whom the relevant and the meaningless were equally

overpriced, equally too short, equally too hot, equally too late,

equally too large, equally ill-fitting, equally too tight. It

would be someone to whom the meaningless and the relevant were

13
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equally equal.

Consider this: do you think that a man who had read one

book is better off or smarter than a man who read no books? Are

you sure? (We are assuming that books are the only potential

source of knowledge) Would the man that read one book have 100%

more knowledge or information than the man who read no books?

Would he be more intelligent; would he -be more efficient? How

can you be sure? Can you see that reading one book would not

necessarily impart any knowledge, but would create the basis for

contrast. If you read one book, you have one sample. If there

is a worse situation than having no knowledge, that is it. All

you have arranged is the potential for the ultimate necessity of

a contrast. If you read one book, you are going to read another

book. To say that one book will do any good is to say, "Give me

one fact and I'll take it from there." I know where you will

take It. You will take it where everyone else goes, back into

the field. You will slave away hollering and disagreeing with

half of the other people.

Something else they talk about in the city is the term

"imaginary conflict". It is as though city folk think that there

could be mistakenly perceived positions, one party to another,

one city to another, or that there could be accidental wars.

Someone might say, "We thought we were in conflict, but as it

worked out, we weren't really. It was a mistake." Conflict is

conflict. Contrast is contrast. Suppose one person's seeing

molecules said, "Well, I've got a choice of what coat to wear

today. I've got a red one and I've got a red one," when one of

the coats was actually purple. Or, the molecules say, "I have

14
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two possible coats to wear, this red one or the purple one," when

they are both red. They're actually both red, but the molecules

saw one as purple. There is a great area there for discussion,

thought and, of course, conflict. Conflict is conflict.

The first part of the phrase, "imaginary", should not be

bad-mouthed. In the city it is believed that imagination is in

some way suspect. Imagination appears to be the foe of good

solid knowledge, but this imagination that the ordinary citizens

malign is the gateway to that other most important aspect of city
life — reality. Without imagination you would be missing an all

important contrast that everyone must have. Without imagination

you would have no perception of reality. You would not be

conscious.

Another aspect of the city you may find interesting is

critics. Can you imagine a critic who never mentioned the name

of any artist other than the one being reviewed? People don't

generally notice, but all critics, beginning with the ones who

write for the high school paper all the way through the most

respected contemporary critics in Manhattan, would be lost unless

they could continually refer to "certain Monkish influences" or a

"certain Ellingtonian veneer". Or, they say, "the use of color

was Monetish in its intent" or "the juxtaposition of form and

line seems Klee-otic".

If I stopped here and I was dealing with life as it appears
in the city, someone could say, "This is a cheap attack. If I am

reviewing a new album by a guy that nobody has ever heard, how am

I going to tell you about his arrangements or what he does if —

15
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he just strikes a note and its Thelonius Monk revisited. This

guy is not a complete rip-off, but how can I tell my readers

without referring to someone they already know." Someone could

say this, but if you said this, you missed the point. You might

as well be living in the city. It is not for the benefit of the

readers that they make a comparison. What they are saying may be

true, but it is simply irrelevant. The contrast is essential.

What can the critics do without contrast? Now, we are not

just referring to critics in the newspaper or TV; we are talking

about the critical faculties of the voices inside you. The

critic says, "He sounds like Duke Ellington." What does that

tell you? What the critic says cannot be proven. You don't know

any more by reading the review, other than the fact that in the

city everything sounds like everything else. In the city, you

cannot hear only one thing. You cannot listen to one piece by

Duke Ellington and be a music critic. You can't hear one piece

by anyone and understand music. You can't hear just one note and

understand what music is. What appears to be criticism is the

continuing, absolute requirement that there be contrast.

Where can you find a critic who could review anything, an

artist, a nation, a love affair or a book, and never mention

another name except the person or thing being reviewed? It would

have to be an unnatural critic with revolutionary perception and

understanding. A revolutionary critic would be able to see

without the limitations of a contrast.

Refer to what I said earlier. A revolutionary critic in you

would have the ability to see, perceive and implement that which

had no natural, internal model. The revolutionary critic in you

16
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could see things without contrast. You could see things that did

not linearly follow everything you have been told, everything you

have seen, everything you have felt. Everything that everyone in

the city, en masse, has ever thought or theorized would never

have led you to see these things — no way in the world! You

could hear new music. You could see new paintings. And, I am

not talking about paintings on the wall or music coming out of

your stereo. You could see fresh data, information without

historical precedent. You could see new theoi^ms not based upon

experience. You could see new facts that are completely

foundless.

Another definition of fresh data would simply be: that which

has no contrast. You would have to be beyond perceiving the

samplings of data as being either sense or nonsense. If data is

either one, it is useless-

•Remember, in the city, whatever people believe to be

impossible is impossible. If someone believes that they cannot

do something, they cannot do it. They were not taught what to

believe by their parents or by anyone else. As long as it is

believed "I cannot critique or understand anything without

reference to somebody else's name" — there is no way to

criticize, review or study this painting, this book, this idea or

this life without mentioning somebody else's name.

If there were degrees of danger for someone trying to do

This, the biggest danger is trying to compare things to yourself.

"Well, what this reminds me of is — ah — a certain aspect of

myself. I could have done it; I dreamed of doing it; I may do

17
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It; I think I did it in another life; I could do it better if i

wanted to and if i had any interest in the field I could do it

better than this." There is always some form of comparison,
some conflict, some contrast. Can you see any possible use for

this information on a personal, internal level? Can you see any
use in trying to find the place where you could review and survey

a new gallery or new music and perceive it while making no

reference to anyone else's name? How? So long as what you

perceive is meaningful, you have to make comparisons. There is

no way out.

See if you can follow this. Down at the level of the city,
where all of the field hands are toiling at earning their keep,
there is the old idea that there is some kind of nefarious

conspiracy. Some of the field hands say, "They're tricking us

into working. They are making us work for less wages. Everytime
we get a raise they create a sham depression. There is deceit

and conspiracy by secret powers. Life is not fully in our

hands." At the city level, the level of the field, there seems
to be some observable phenomenon to support the idea of a

conspiracy.

Now, if you were to go up a level to the veranda of the

plantation and look upon the fields with the bosses, what is
being perceived in the fields as a conspiracy would now appear to
be very proper, efficient working conditions. From their higher
view the bosses would look and say, "How efficient!" They would

see nothing questionable about it. It would appear to be a most

efficient manner of cooperation among the workers. As always, I
ask you, can you see any possible use for that?
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It is only from ground level, It is only in the fields that
what is called a conspiracy can be seen as nefarious. Prom a
higher view, it is the height of efficiency. The more confusing,
the more complex, the more conflicting things seem to to be the
more they are what? Efficient — efficient I

Everyone has a "dream". Don't give up the "dream". i have
mentioned this before. You all have or have had a dream. For
boys, it may be that you went through a stage where you dreamed
about being a famous ballplayer. You may have apparently
outgrown that at the age of puberty, the onset of overt
horniness. At some early age you shed that one, but men, and
women to some degree, all have had "the dream" that stayed. I
want to point out to you literally, as much as anything can be
literally true on the 3-D level, there is an individual
biological basis for "the dream" in every person, it is not
something that you learned or was instilled in you. You did not
accidently get the dream of being a great concert violinist or an
author whose words were respected far and wide or a great long
distance runner, a ballerina, an artist, or whatever. There is
an individual biological basis in everybody for the dream.

It was in your case. You should not give up the dream.
Again, biology imposes changes that in the city usually mean

the end of the dream. For women, it is usually getting pregnant,
becoming a mother. For men, it is usually becoming a father or
accepting the responsibilities of being a father, it is not that
the Yellow-circuit does not recall the dream anymore, but as far
as the person is concerned the dream is over.
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You should not give up the dream. Under the very worst

scenario that could happen just look .at it as though the dream

were on hold. But over? Never, never, never. Trust me. Just

refuse to give up the dream. Don't let anyone talk you out of

it. Don't let anyone say, "What's the difference?" There is a

difference, a chemical, molecular, biological difference. Do not

give it up. Do not be snide or cynical. Do not be defensive and

do not discuss it. Nobody should know the dream except you.

Nobody knows it or feels it fully, except you. At the very

worst, the feeling should be that for reasons really beyond your

control and don't discuss the reasons —the dream is on

temporary hold. I'll grant that, but it is not over. Never give

up the dream.

Everyday all of you should find your own way to thank Life

for what it has done to you, for what it has made available to

you, for being to the bushes born. You should actually do it so

that you know that you did it. You should be able to say,

"Thanks, Life," or whatever it takes, or be able to damn it

wholeheartedly. Remember, I said daily, so you are not stuck

with either one or the other forever. That last part is a bit of

humorous relief. Once a day, thank Life or wholeheartedly damn

it. It is the same thing really. It is just easier for most

people to smile doing one or the other. A real gone

revolutionist could smile in either case, but that gets into the

correct way to curse. You really have to know how to do it. It

is a real art and has no real contrast. You can use the same old

words everybody else uses to serve the purpose, but the content

is irrelevant. The form, the purpose, not the organization, is
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the vehicle. The process, the form, is either almost

incontrollable, widespread damnation, directly under your power,
or on the other hand being able to truly say, "Thanks, Life for

what's happened to me", as though you had a choice, "Just thanks.

I am aware of it now. I've gone far enough that day-to-day I can
remember and actually feel it. I say thanks, not to some old
man, not to my fathers or imagined jehovahs, gods or allahs. I

feel that it is Life itself, it's just growing. I find myself
in a part of Life that grows at a different rate than everyone

else around me — Thanks." It doesn't matter whether you believe
Life hears you. It is either "Thanks" or "You dirty, rotten...
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